Q&A

LPG Fuel Conversion Specialists
How much does a conversion cost?
Costs vary depending on the size of your vehicle. Prices start
from around £1,300* (plus VAT) for a 4-cylinder car to
£2,200* (plus VAT) for larger 4x4 V8 vehicle.

There is still much mystery surrounding the use
of LPG as an alternative fuel to petrol or diesel.
Cargas aims to make converting your car to LPG
a pleasant and trouble-free experience.

How long will the conversion take?
A conversion will take approximately 2-4 days, however it
does depend on the type of vehicle.

This fact sheet has been prepared to answer your questions
concerning an LPG conversion.

Will I get a warranty with my system?
All systems fitted by Cargas carry a manufacturers parts and
labour warranty.

What type of gas are we talking about?
LPG (Liquefied Petroleum Gas)
How much will I save?
LPG prices vary from area to area, however the average price
of LPG is around half that of petrol.
Will the Chancellor increase the duty on LPG?
The Chancellor has stated that he is committed to continued
long-term support for environmentally friendly fuels.
How does the LPG system work?
The LPG is stored in a tank.Various sizes are available to
match the available boot space (or in some cases, underneath). The LPG is then fed via a pipe to the front of the
vehicle. This in turn is then directed to a ‘converter’, which
converts the LPG into a vapour. This vapour is then injected
(just like a petrol injector) into the engine with the help of an
additional LPG Electronic Control Unit, which then works
alongside the engine’s own management system.
Is there any difference in performance with LPG?
The performance of your vehicle will be comparable: engines
run smoother and quieter with LPG.
Will LPG damage my engine?
LPG burns cleaner than petrol - this means that there will be
fewer exhaust emissions and carbon deposits left in the
engine, which are highly abrasive and contribute to engine
breakdown.
Will I get the same mileage with LPG as I do with
petrol?
No, you will get 10-15% less mileage with LPG than with
petrol. However, once you take into account the cost difference, you will save in excess of 50% of your total fuel costs.
How quickly will I recoup the conversion cost?
As a rough guide, you will save approximately 50% of your
original fuel costs once your car has been converted.
For example, £60 per week on petrol over 52 weeks gives a
total expenditure of £3,120 per year. Driving with LPG will
give you a saving of £1,560 in your first year alone!

Will my LPG system need to be serviced?
Yes, it is crucial that your LPG system is serviced annually or
every 12,000 miles. Arrangements can be made to have your
LPG service carried out at the same time as your petrol
service.
What happens if I run out of LPG?
After the conversion, your vehicle will now be ‘duel fuel’. In
the event of running out of LPG, you can simply switch back
to petrol at the flick of a switch.
How do I fill up with LPG?
Similar to a petrol hose; a bayonet filler is fitted to your
vehicle which provides a safe, sealed, non-pollutant transfer unlike petrol or diesel where spillages are commonplace.
Will the conversionto LPG affect my car insurance?
You are obliged to inform your insurance company of any
modifications made to your vehicle. Cargas is an LPGA
Approved Gas Converter and are authorised to issue a
LPGA certificate on completion. Most insurance companies
will request this certificate of conformity.
What different types of LPG system are available?
There are three types of system: Open Loop, Single Point
(lambda led), and Sequential Injection.
The vast majority of modern day vehicles converted (from
1996 onwards) will be fitted with the latest LPG sequential
injection system.
What’s the catch?
There isn’t one! For once the consumer has the opportunity
to save money as well as doing your bit for the environment.
Contact details
For further information please call Cargas on
01782847829
or email us at info@cargas.co.uk
* Quoted prices may vary from the date of publication 25/01/07
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